
CHAPTER 6 

YINQU TONE SANDHI RULE 

 

 In this chapter, Yinqu Tone Sandhi Tule (YQTSR) will be introduced and will be 

examined in terms of the XP boundary and the foot domain.  Frequencies based on 

the corpus will be presented to see the major Yinqu tonal pattern in the corpus. 

 

6.1 Introduction to Yinqu Tone Sandhi Rule 

Dongshi Hakka YQTSR is as follows: 

(1) Yinqu Tone Sandhi Rule (YQTSR) 

53  55 / __ {53, 31, 3, 5} 

YQTSR states that Yinqu [53] becomes a high-level tone [55] when it comes before 

Yinqu [53], Yinshang [31], Yinru [3] or Yangru [5]. 

Examples (2) and (3) illustrate Yinqu Tone Sandhi (YQTS) in trisyllabic 

structures, and examples (4) and (5) illustrate it in tetrasyllabic structures (UR: 

underlying reading, XP#: XP boundary, Foot: foot domain, Cycle 1: YQTSR 

application in the fist cycle, Cycle 2: YQTSR application in the second cycle, SR 1: 

surface reading one, SR 2: surface reading two, *: ungrammatical). 

The surface readings of (2) and (3) can only be successfully predicted in terms of 
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the foot domain, but not the XP boundary. 

(2) ‘working is good’ (3) ‘telephone line’  
tso-e  xo 

  wo      good rk

  53 53  31  
  55 NA#    # 

tien-fa  sien 
 telephone  line 

 53  53  53  
55  NA   # 

 
 
UR  

55 53  31 
# 

55  53 53 
XP# 
*SR 1 

 ((     )    ) 
  55 
     55 
  55 55  31 

((       )   ) 
 55 
    55  
55  55 53 

Foot 
Cycle 1 
Cycle 2 
SR 2 

In (2), the XP boundary is placed at the right ends of the NP tso-e and the AP xo, 

grouping two XP domains.  In the first domain, tso- is XP-non-final and followed by 

Yinqu -e, so it undergoes YQTS.  However, -e, although followed by Yinshang xo, 

remains unchanged because it is XP-final.  Unfortunately, the derived surface 

reading is incorrect.  On the other hand, the foot domain derives the correct outcome.  

tso-e is an IC (immediate constituent) and it first forms an IC (immediate constituent) 

foot.  Then, the leftover monosyllable, xo, is joined to the IC foot to form a superfoot.  

In the first cycle, when YQTSR applies within the IC foot, tso- undergoes YQTS 

because it is foot-non-final and followed by Yinqu -e.  In the second cycle, when 

YQTS applies within the superfoot, -e, triggered by Yinshang xo, undergoes YQTS.  

The derived surface reading is well-formed.  Similar process is seen in example (3), 

and the result is the same. 

On the contrary, the surface readings of (4) and (5) are successfully predicted in 
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terms of the XP boundary, instead of the foot domain. 

(4) ‘do not sell telephones’ (5) ‘likes to plant trees very much’  
mo  mai  tien-fa  

   NEG sell   telephone 

   113 53   53  53 

to  hau to u 
 very love  plant  tree 

33  53  53   53 

 
 
UR 

 5
   113 55   55  53 

5   55     #   55  55      # 
33  55  55   53 

XP# 
SR 1 

  (       )(        ) 
            55    
       NA 

   113 53   55  53 

(      )(        ) 
        55 

NA  

33  53  55    53 

Foot 
Cycle 1 
Cycle 2 
*SR 2 

In (4), the XP boundary is placed at the right end of the NP tien-fa, deriving 

one XP domain.  mai and tien- are XP-non-final and followed by Yinqu syllables, 

so they undergo YQTS, while -fa is XP-final, so it remains unchanged.  The 

generated surface reading is grammatically correct.  On the other hand, the foot 

domain derives an ill-formed outcome.  tien-fa is an IC and forms an IC foot.  

Then, scanning from left to right, the unpaired syllables, mo and mai, are stringed 

together to form a DM (Duple Meter) foot.  In the first cycle, when YQTSR applies 

in the binary feet, mai remains invariant because it is foot-final, while tien- 

undergoes YQTS because it is foot-non-final and followed by Yinqu -fa.  In the 

second cycle, when YQTSR applies across feet, mai still remains invariant because 

Yinqu tien- has become a high-level tone in the previous cycle and no longer 

triggers YQTS in the present cycle.  Example (5) demonstrates the same process and 

the same outcome as that in (4). 
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The above examples show that although the XP boundary and the foot domain 

successfully predict the correct surface reading for certain examples in the corpus, 

there are exceptions.   

The following of this chapter will observe the major patterns of YQTSR in 

ten-syllable structures in the corpus and investigate them in terms of both the XP 

boundary and the foot domain. 

 

6.2 End-Based Yinqu Tone Sandhi  

6.2.1 Frequencies 

The frequencies of the Yinqu syllables, which undergo YQTS or do not in 

various XP structures, are presented in Table 6. 
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Table 6.  Frequencies of Yinqu syllables in various XP structures 

Yinqu XP structure Number Percentage 
Single-reading:   

ST, SB, SS 346 41.99% 

BT, BB, BS 0 0.00% 

S#T, S#B, S#S 218 26.46% 

B#T, B#B, B#S 0 0.00% 

SX 0 0.00% 

S#X 0 0.00% 

S#% 0 0.00% 

BX 143 17.35% 

B#X 41 4.98% 

B#% 76 9.22% 

Subtotal 824 100.00% 

Alternative-reading:   

None   

Total 824 100.00% 

In the corpus, there are a total of 824 Yinqu syllables.  All of them have only a 

single reading1.  Among the Yinqu syllables which are followed by triggers (Yinqu, 

Yinshang, Yinru, or Yangru syllables), all of them undergo YQTS, with 41.99% being 

XP-non-final and 26.46% being XP-final.  As to the Yinqu syllables which are not 

followed by triggers, all of them remain unchanged, with 17.35% being XP-non-final, 

4.98% being XP-final and 9.22% being XP- and sentence-final. 

In the following, Yinqu syllables in each XP structure will be discussed 

specifically with examples illustrated.  Yinqu syllables not followed by triggers or in 

                                                 
1 Every Yinqu syllable undergoes YQTS unless they are emphasized when pronounced, which is not 
the concern of the present paper. 
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sentence-final positions will not be discussed2. 

 

6.2.2 Single-reading Yinqu Syllables 

a. ST, SB, SS 

Table 6 shows that 41.99% XP-non-final syllables followed by triggers must 

undergo YQTS.  This result can be successfully predicted by the XP boundary, 

which requires every XP-non-final syllables to undergo tone sandhi.  Example (7) 

illustrates that the tonal behavior of the verb kon ‘watch’ is consistent with what the 

XP boundary predicts. 

(7) ‘(He’s been) watching TV till now and still has not finished watching yet.  
 kon 

watch 

 

ten- i 
television 

 
      # 

kon 
watch 

53 
55 
55 

to 
COM 

53 
 
53 

lia 
now 

35 
  #
35 

xa-ma
still not 

 
 
 

kon-pet 
watch-R 

       
       #% 
 

 
 
UR 
XP# 
SR 

In (7), the XP boundaries are marked at the right ends of the NPs ten- i and lia, 

and the VP kon-pet, deriving three XP domains.  In the second domain, the verb 

kon is followed by Yinqu to and it is XP-non-final, so YQTSR is triggered.  kon 

changes from Yinqu to a high-level tone, which is grammatically correct. 

Some other examples where XP-non-final syllables must undergo YQTS in the 

same way are NPs, such as tien-i ‘television,’ tien-vok ‘(electrical) pot,’ so-pa 

                                                 
2 YQTS is triggered when a Yinqu syllable is followed by a trigger.  Therefore, to observe the tonal 
behavior of YQTSR, this paper only focuses on the Yinqu syllables which precede triggers. 
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‘broom,’ VPs, such as so an tia ‘sweep (the floor) so clean,’ tio u ‘plant the 

trees,’ and ADVPs, such as kio-xa ‘together.’ 

 

b. BT, BB, BS 

In the corpus, no XP-non-final Yinqu syllable retains its base tone. 

 

c. S#T, S#B, S#S 

Table 6 shows that 26.46% XP-final syllables followed by triggers must undergo 

YQTS.  The XP boundary fails to predict this result because it requires every 

XP-final syllable to remain unchanged.  Example (8) illustrates that the tonal 

behavior of the noun ku ‘pants’ is not consistent with what the XP boundary predicts 

(@: emphasized). 

(8) ‘Why is the closet stuffed with so many trousers?’  

 sam- tu 
cloth closet 

         
#

 

tsua 
why 

   

pun 
by 

 

tio
long 

 

ku 
pants 
53 
NA #
53 
55 

tset
stuff 

3 
 
3 
3 

to 
COM

 

a-ne 
so 

 
  #% 
 

 
 
UR 
XP# 
@SR 1 
SR 2 

In (8), the XP boundaries are marked at the right ends of the NPs sam-tu, 

tio ku, and a-ne, separating the sentence into three XP domains.  The noun ku 

in the second domain is followed by Yinru tset, but it does not undergo YQTS 

because it is XP-final.  Consequently, ku remains invariant.  However, the derived 
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surface reading is only acceptable when the speaker tries to emphasized ku when 

pronouncing it.  Normally, ku should undergo YQTS. 

Some other examples where XP-final syllables must undergo YQTS in the same 

way are NPs, such as tien-i ‘television,’ u ‘tree,’ ADVPs, such as kio-xa 

‘together,’ tso-xa ‘totally,’ and VPs, such as tso-e ‘work.’  

 

d. B#T, B#B, B#S 

In the corpus, no XP-final Yinqu syllable retains its base tone.  

 

6.2.3 The Role of XP Domain for YQTSR 

 According to the foregoing analyses, Yinqu syllables are classified into two 

kinds: the XP-sensitive syllables and the XP-blind syllables.  The frequencies of 

each type are shown in Table 9. 

Table 9.  Frequencies of XP-sensitive and XP-blind Yinqu syllables 

Yinqu XP structure Number Percentage 
XP-sensitive:   

ST, SB, SS 346 61.35% 

XP-blind:   

S#T, S#B, S#S 218 38.65% 

Total 564 100.00% 

There are a total of 564 Yinqu syllables followed by triggers.  Among them, 

61.35% are XP-sensitive and 38.65% are XP-blind.  Specifically, all the 
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XP-sensitive syllables are XP-non-final, and all the XP-blind syllables are XP-final.   

There are just about 60% of the data whose YQTS behavior is successfully 

predicted by the XP boundary.  The rest about 40% of the examples, which the XP 

boundary fails to explain, do not have a regular pattern; they are in various kinds of 

part of speech. 

The next section will investigate how the foot domain functions as the TS 

domain for YQTSR. 

 

6.3 Footed Yinqu Tone Sandhi  

6.3.1 Frequencies 

The frequencies of the Yinqu syllables which undergo YQTS or do not in various 

foot structures are presented in Table 10. 
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Table 10.  Frequencies of Yinqu syllables in various foot structures 

Yinqu foot structure Number Percentage 
Single-reading:   

(ST), (SB), (SS), (S(T, (S(B, (S(S 325 39.44% 

(BT), (BB), (BS), (B(T, (B(B, (B(S 0 0.00% 

S)T), S)B), S)S), S)(T, S)(B, S)(S 239 29.00% 

B)T, B)B), B)S), B)(T, B)(B, B)(S 0 0.00% 

(SX), (S(X 0 0.00% 

S)X), S)(X  0 0.00% 

S)% 0 0.00% 

(BX), (B(X 140 16.99% 

B)X), B)(X 44 5.34% 

B)% 76 9.22% 

Subtotal 824 100.00% 

Alternative-reading:   

None   

Total 824 100.00% 

Among the Yinqu syllables which are followed by triggers, all of them undergo 

YQTS, with 39.44% being foot-non-final and 29% being foot-final.  As to the Yinqu 

syllables which are not followed by triggers, all of them remain unchanged, with 

16.99% being foot-non-final, 5.34% being foot-final and 9.22% being foot-final and 

sentence-final. 

In the following, Yinqu syllables, which are followed by triggers, in each foot 

structure are discussed specifically with examples illustrated.   
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6.3.2 Single-reading Yinqu Syllables 

a. (ST), (SB), (SS), (S(T, (S(B, (S(S 

Table 10 shows that 39.44% foot-non-final syllables followed by triggers must 

undergo YQTS.  Part of them can be successfully predicted by cyclically applying 

YQTSR in foot domains, while part of them cannot, as shown in Table 11. 

Table 11.  Frequencies of foot-sensitive and foot-blind Yinqu syllables which are 

foot-non-final and followed by triggers 

Foot-non-final Yinqu  Number Percentage 
Foot-sensitive:   

(ST), (SB), (SS), (S(T, (S(B 311 95.69% 

Foot-blind:   

(S(S 14 4.31% 

Total 325 100.00% 

There are a total of 325 foot-non-final Yinqu syllables, 95.69% of them are 

foot-sensitive whereas 4.31% of them are foot-blind.  In foot-non-final Yinqu 

syllables which are foot-sensitive, their triggers do not undergo YQTS in the previous 

foot cycle, whereas in foot-non-final Yinqu syllables which are foot-blind, their 

triggers undergo YQTS in the previous foot cycle and changes into a non-trigger. 

Examples (12) and (13) illustrate that the tonal behavior of the noun tien 

‘electricity’ is successfully predicted by the foot domain. 
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(12) ‘Electricity is really a very convenient thing.’  

 tien 
electricity 

53 

it-tsai 
really 

5  53 

xe 
be 

 

to 
very 

 

fo-  pien
convenience 

 

e 

E 

 

to-i 
thing 

 

 
 
UR 

 (       (        ))(         )((         )   )(     )% Foot 
        Cycle 1 
 55       Cycle 2 
 55 5  53      SR 

In (12), there are four feet all in all.  The ADVP it-tsai, the AP fo-pien, 

and the NP to-i are ICs so they form IC feet respectively in the first place.  Then, 

scanning from left to right, the unpaired syllables, xe and to, are stringed together to 

form a DM foot.  Finally, the leftover monosyllables, tien and e, are joined to their 

neighboring IC feet to form superfeet according to the direction of syntactic branching.  

In the first cycle, when YQTSR applies within the binary feet, tien remains 

unchanged because it is not in a binary foot.  In the second cycle, when YQTSR 

applies in the superfeet, tien undergoes YQTS because it is foot-non-final and 

followed by Yangru it-.  The derived surface reading is well-formed. 

(13) ‘These people bought pots to use together.’  

 lia-teu 
these 

 

in 
people 

 

kio-xa 
together 

 

mai
buy 

33 

tien- vok
electric pot 

53    5 

loi 
COM

 

io 
use 

 

 
 
UR 

 ((     )     )(        )(     (         ))(         )% Foot 
      55   Cycle 1 
    33 55    5   SR 

In (13), four feet are formed.  First, the DP lia-teu, the ADVP kio-xa, and the 

NP tien-vok form IC feet respectively because they are ICs.  Second, scanning from 

left to right, the unpaired syllables, loi and io, are stringed together to form a DM 
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foot.  Finally, the leftover monosyllables, in and mai, are joined to their 

neighboring IC feet to form superfeet according to the direction of syntactic branching.  

In the first cycle, when YQTSR applies within the binary feet, tien undergoes YQTS 

because it is foot-non-final and followed by Yangru vok.  The generated surface 

reading is grammatically correct. 

Some other foot-sensitive examples where foot-non-final syllables must undergo 

YQTS in the same way are NPs, such as tien-i ‘television,’ tien-vok ‘(electrical) 

pot,’ so-pa ‘broom,’ VPs, such as so an tia ‘sweep (the floor) so clean,’ tio u 

‘plant the trees,’ and ADVPs, such as kio-xa ‘together.’  

Example (14) illustrates that the tonal behavior of the verb kon ‘watch,’ whose 

following tone undergoes YQTS in the previous cycle, fails to be predicted by the foot 

domain (Cycle 3: YQTSR application in the third cycle). 

(14) ‘Is it better to watch a movie or to watch a TV program?’  
 kon 

watch 

 

tien-ia 
movie 

 

xo 
good

 

ia
or 
 

xe
BE

 

kon
watch

53 

tien-i
television 

53   53

xo 
good 

31 

 
 
UR 

((    (          ))    )(        )((    (        ))    )% Foot 
        55  Cycle 1 
         NA      Cycle 2 
            55  Cycle 3 
      53 

55 
55   55
55   55

31 
31 

*SR 1 
SR 2 

In (14), there are three feet all in all.  The NPs tien-ia and tien-i, and the 

CP ia xe, which are ICs, form IC feet respectively in the first place.  The leftover 
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monosyllables, kon’s, are then joined to their neighboring IC feet to form superfeet 

according to the direction of syntactic branching.  Finally, the leftover monosyllables, 

xo’s, are joined to their neighboring superfeet to form larger superfeet according to the 

direction of syntactic branching.  In the first cycle, when YQTSR applies within the 

IC feet, tien- undergoes YQTSR because it is followed by a Yinqu syllable.  In the 

second cycle, when YQTSR applies in the trisyllabic superfeet, kon remains 

invariant because tien- is no longer a trigger in the present cycle.  Unfortunately, 

the derived reading is not correct; kon should not remain invariant. 

Some other foot-blind examples where foot-non-final syllables must undergo 

YQTS in the same way are VPs, such as tso ku-mat ‘make a pare of hose,’ xau tio 

u ‘love to plant trees,’ NPs, such as se tien-i ‘small TV.’ 

 

b. (BT), (BB), (BS), (B(T, (B(B, (B(S 

In the corpus, no XP-non-final Yinqu syllable retains its base tone. 

 

c. S)T), S)B), S)S), S)(T, S)(B, S)(S 

Table 10 shows that 29% foot-final syllables followed by triggers must undergo 

YQTS.  Part of them can be successfully predicted by cyclically applying YQTSR in 

foot domains, while part of them cannot, as shown in Table 15. 
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Table 15.  Frequencies of foot-sensitive and foot-blind Yinqu syllables which are 

foot-final and followed by triggers 

Foot-final Yinqu  Number Percentage 
Foot-sensitive:   

S)T), S)B), S)(T, S)(B  170 71.13% 

Foot-blind:   

S)S), S)(S 69 28.87% 

Total 239 100.00% 

There are a total of 239 foot-final Yinqu syllables, 71.13% of them are 

foot-sensitive whereas 28.87% of them are foot-blind.  For foot-final Yinqu syllables 

which are foot-sensitive, their triggers do not undergo YQTS in the previous foot 

cycle, whereas for foot-final Yinqu syllables which are foot-blind, their triggers 

undergo YQTS in the previous foot cycle and change into non-triggers. 

Example (15) illustrates that the tonal behavior of the noun -i ‘vision,’ whose 

following tone does not undergo YQTS in the previous cycle, can be successfully 

predicted by the foot domain.  

(15) ‘The boss just discovered that the TV program is on.’  

 teu-ka 
boss 

 

teu-sen 
just 

 

fat-xien 
find 

tien-i 
television 

53   53 

tso 
start 

53 

le 
SFP 

33 

 
 
UR 

(       )(        )(       )(         )(         )% Foot 
    55   Cycle 1 
          55   Cycle 2 
    55   55 53 33 SR  

In (15), five feet are formed.  First, the NPs teu-ka and tien-i, the ADVP 

teu-sen, and the VP fat-xien are ICs and form IC feet respectively.  Then, second, 
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scanning from left to right, the unpaired syllables, tso and le, are stringed together to 

form a DM foot.  In the first cycle, when YQTSR applies within the binary feet, the 

noun -i, although followed by a Yinqu syllable, remains invariant because it is 

foot-final.  In the second cycle, when YQTSR applies across feet, tso- triggers YQTS 

and -i becomes a high-level tone.  The derived surface reading is well-formed. 

Some other foot-sensitive examples where foot-final syllables must undergo 

YQTS in the same way are NPs, such as tien-i ‘television,’ u ‘tree,’ tien 

‘electricity,’ VPs, such as xi so ti ne ‘go to sweep the floor,’ and ADVPs, such as 

kio-xa ten ki ‘together help him.’ 

Below, examples (16) and (17) illustrate that the tonal behavior of the verb kon 

‘watch,’ whose following tone undergoes YQTS in the previous cycle, fails to be 

successfully predicted by the foot domain (Cycle 4: YQTSR application in the fourth 

cycle). 

(16) ‘He has not finished watching the TV program so he is very discontented.’  

 ki 
he 

113 

kon 
watch 

53 

tien-i 
television 

53  53 

kon 
watch 

53 

ma
not 

113 

pet 
finish

3 

to
very

 

m- ien 
not contented

 

 
 
UR 

(         )(       )(     (          ))(     (       ))% Foot 
    55      Cycle 1 
         Cycle 2 
  NA     55          Cycle 3 
 113 53 55  55 53     *SR 1 
 113 55 55  55 53     SR 2 

In (16), there are four feet.  First, the NP tien-i, the VPs ma pet and m- 
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ien are ICs and form IC feet respectively.  Second, scanning from left to right, the 

unpaired syllables, ki and kon, are stringed together to form a DM foot.  Finally, the 

leftover monosyllables, kon and to, are joined to their neighboring IC feet to form 

superfeet according to the direction of syntactic branching.  In the first cycle, when 

YQTSR applies within the binary feet, the verb kon is foot-final so it remains 

invariant, while Yinqu tien- undergoes YQTS because it is foot-non-final and 

followed by Yinqu -i.  In the second cycle, when YQTSR applies within superfeet, 

kon still remains invariant because it is not in a superfoot.  In the third cycle, when 

YQTSR applies across feet, kon does not undergo YQTS because Yinqu tien- has 

already become a high-level tone in the fist cycle and does not trigger kon to 

undergo YQTSR in the present cycle.  Unfortunately, the derived surface reading is 

incorrect. 

(17) ‘It is best to give that small TV to the children to watch.’  

 kai 
that 

se 
small 

 

tien-i 
television 

 

so
give

 

se-in 
child 

53 113

kon
watch

53 

tsin
most 

53 

xo 
good 

31 

 
 
UR 

(   (     (       )))((   (      ))      )(          )% Foot 
        55  Cycle 1 
         Cycle 2 
         Cycle 3 
          NA     Cycle 4 
         53 55 31 *SR 1 
     53 113 55 55 31 SR 2 

In (17), three feet are formed.  The NPs tien-i and se-in, and the AP tsin 

xo are ICs and form IC feet in the first place.  Then, the leftover monosyllables, se 
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and so, are joined to their neighboring IC feet to form superfeet according to the 

direction of syntactic branching3.  Finally, the leftover monosyllables, kai and kon, 

are joined to their neighboring superfeet to form larger superfeet according to the 

direction of syntactic branching.  In the first cycle, when YQTSR applies in the 

binary feet, kon remains unchanged because it is foot-final, while Yinqu tsin 

undergoes YQTS because it is foot-non-final and followed by Yinshang xo.  In the 

second and the third cycles, when YQTSR applies in the superfeet, kon still remains 

invariant because it is foot-final.  In the fourth cycle, when YQTSR applies across 

feet, kon does not apply YQTSR because tsin, which has turned into a high-level 

tone in the first cycle, is no longer a trigger in the present cycle.  The derived surface 

reading; however, is ill-formed. 

Some other foot-blind examples where foot-final syllables must undergo YQTS 

in the same way are NPs, such as tien-i ‘television,’ u ‘tree,’ tien ‘electricity,’ 

VPs, such as mo mai tien-i ‘do not sell televisions,’ ADVPs, such as kio-xa 

tio u ‘together plant the trees.’  

 

d. B)T, B)B), B)S), B)(T, B)(B, B)(S 

In the corpus, no XP-final Yinqu syllable retains its base tone. 

                                                 
3 The monosyllabic attributive adjective se, which is lexicalized with the noun tien-i, should join 
with the noun it modifies to form a superfoot (Shih, 1986; Hsiao, 2000). 
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6.3.3 The Role of Foot Domain for YQTSR  

According to the foregoing analyses, Yinqu syllables are classified into two 

kinds: the foot-sensitive syllables and the foot-blind ones.  The frequencies of each 

type are shown in Table 18. 

Table 18.  Frequencies of foot-sensitive and foot-blind Yinqu syllables 

Yinqu foot structure Number Percentage 
Foot-sensitive:   

(ST), (SB), (SS), (S(T, (S(B 311 55.14% 

S)T), S)B), S)(T, S)(B 170 30.14% 

Subtotal 481 85.28% 

Foot-blind:   

S)S), S)(S 69 12.23% 

(S(S 14 2.48% 

Subtotal 83 14.72% 

Total 564 100.00% 

Among the Yinqu syllables whitch are followed by triggers, 85.28% are 

foot-sensitive, 14.72% are foot-blind.  Specifically, foot-sensitive syllables are 

divided into 55.14% being foot-non-final and 30.14% being foot-final.  Foot-blind 

syllables are divided into 2.48% being foot-non-final and 12.23% being foot-final. 

Although the foot domain, compared with the XP boundary, is a better YQTS 

domain, it only explains about 85% of the data in the corpus.  The remaining 

unaccountable examples do not have a regular pattern; they are in many kinds of part 

of speech.   

The next section will go deeper into how YQTSR domains are defined. 
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6.4 Yinqu Tone Sandhi Domain 

The previous investigation on YQTS in terms of the XP boundary and the foot 

domain reveals that YQTS is neither XP-sensitive nor foot-sensitive.  Actually, 

YQTS is not structurally-bound.  The frequencies from the corpus have told that 

every Yinqu syllable undergoes YQTS without exception.  This indicates that YQTS 

takes the whole sentence as its TS domain and applies simultaneously.   

Examples (19) and (20) illustrate that the whole sentences are the YQTS 

domains and YQTSR applies simultaneously within these domains (Simul: YQTSR 

application in the simultaneous mode). 

(19) ‘(Let’s) wait until this boy finishes planting the trees.’  
 ten 

wait 

31 
 
31 

lia-kai 
this-CL 

31 53 
  55 
31 55 

se-lai 
boy 

53 53 
55 55  
55 55 

tio 
plant 

53 
55  
55  

u 
tree

53 
55 
55 

tio
plant 

53 
55 
55 

to 
till 

53 
55 
55 

pet 
over 

3 
 
3 

   
 
UR 
Simul 
SR 

 
(20) ‘(I) go with them early in the morning to plant the trees which we sell.’  

 ta- tso 
early morning 

31 31 
 
31 31 

ten 
follow

113 
 
113 

kie-nen 
the  m

33 35 
 
33 35 

kio-ha
together 

53   53 
55   55 
55   55 

tio
plant 

53 
55 
55 

u 
tree

53 
55 
55 

mai 
sell 

53 
 
53 

   
 
UR 
Simul 
SR  

In (19), when YQTSR applies simultaneously in the whole sentence, Yinqu 

syllables, -kai, se-, -lai, tio’s, u, and to, undergo YQTS because they are followed 

by triggers. 

In (20), when YQTSR applies simultaneously in the whole sentence, Yinqu 
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syllables, kio-, -ha, tio and u, which are followed by a trigger respectively, 

undergo YQTS except for the last Yinqu mai, which is sentence-final and not 

followed by any trigger. 

No matter what kind of part of speech a Yinqu syllable is, and no matter at what 

speech rate, all the Yinqu syllables which are followed by triggers undergo YQTS 

simultaneously unless they are emphasized. 

 

6.5 Summary 

In this chapter, YQTSR is introduced and is examined in terms of both the XP 

boundary and the foot structure.  Frequencies based on the corpus show that neither 

the XP boundary nor the foot domain can explain the tonal behavior of Yinqu.  No 

matter at what speech rate, YQTSR is not structurally-bound; it takes a whole 

sentence as its tone sandhi (TS) domain and applies simultaneously within that 

domain.   
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